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Story

Lucy has been in the doghouse for months on account of Leander : how is she supposed to explain all the

weird things that are happening in her life to her parents, when they are due to an invisible person who is

living in their house, and why she is behaving like a problem teenager? One day, her mother finds that

money is missing from her handbag, and her parents draw the line at this. They send Lucy to a boot camp in

Colorado. Just as Lucy is starting to think that even Leander has let her down he pops up and asks her to

help him search for his uncle Gunnar. He is sure that Gunnar is living very close by and will reveal the

remaining secrets of the Triple Jump to him. There’s not much time left, because the last Triple Jump was

botched and Leander is slowly turning into a ghost...

This seventh volume of Lucy & Leander remains true to the series, providing a witty accompaniment to the

challenges of puberty and engaging respectfully with the hormonal protagonists. The wishes and needs of

girl readers are reflected in a very realistic way, a million miles from the usual clichés, in the highs and lows

of Lucy’s friendship with Leander. This time, Bettina Belitz takes her readers to the American West, which

appears amazingly exotic when seen through the eyes of an invisible observer!
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Bettina Belitz

Bettina Belitz was born in Heidelberg in 1973, and very soon fell under the spell of the book shelves. It

wasn’t long before reading wasn’t enough – no, she had to scribble her own stories down, too. After

university, Bettina Belitz worked as a journalist until she was able to devote herself to her youthful

enthusiasms. Nowadays, she lives surrounded by horses, sheep, cats and chickens in a village of 400

inhabitants in Westerwald, where she is inspired by nature and weather to write her novels.
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